COMPETE FOR THE CAUSE
CORPORATE CHALLENGE
PAR 3 GOLF
1. The event consists of a four-person best-ball scramble. All players (in any order) drive their
ball off the tee box. The “best ball” is then chosen. The place where this ball is located is then
marked. Each player must then hit their second shot from this location (the ball must be placed
within 6” of the marker).
2. Once on the green, this same process is followed with these exceptions:
-each ball should be placed and putted from a spot as close to the marker as possible
3. If the ball that is chosen is in a sand bunker, the balls must be dropped and not placed.
4. Each team must use at least one tee-shot from each team member during the round. On hole
#5, you will play from the further back tees and attempt to hit over the water.
5. The expected play when your group has three people instead of four is to play a three-person
scramble; you do not get your fourth shot.
6. To speed up play: If the putt is within a putter’s grip of the hole, you don’t have to putt it in;
just count it as a stroke and move on.
7. This event is conducted on the honor system. We expect all rules to be followed and no
cheating to occur. Please total your scorecard and hand it into the scorer at the clubhouse.
8. Participants will be able to schedule their own tee times with the course to play their round
this year. Please see the website for more details, but there will be opportunities throughout
the entire month to play.

THE MISSION BEHIND THE COMPETITION
The Y for All Campaign
As a participant in Corporate Challenge, you support the Y cause! Corporate
Challenge is held to benefit the Y for All Annual Campaign, which is our fundraising
campaign to make sure the Y’s facilities and services remain accessible to everyone
in our community.
100 percent of Y for All funds come from generous donations from the community.
Those donations are then given back to those in the community who need a little
support. Y for All provides financial assistance for Y memberships and programs,
such as camp and early childhood education.

